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Abstract—This article proposes a demand-side management
(DSM) mechanism for energy management based on user behavior
monitoring in a smart home. In the proposed mechanism, first
through an analytic hierarchy process, the most influential factors
related to power consumption are extracted. Next, by employing the
K-means algorithm on the extracted factors, users are clustered.
The user’s clusters, the power grid state, and the user’s real-time
power consumption are inputs for a control unit. We present an
interactive algorithm for the control unit, which causes peak reduc-
tion using peak clipping techniques. We also develop a day-ahead
scheduling mechanism, which optimizes the load based on load
shifting techniques. The proposed system is implemented in an
Internet of Things (IoT) testbed consisting of four tiers—sensors,
home gateways, server, and web portal. The central server is based
on the Kaa IoT platform, an open-source platform widely used
in the IoT domain. The performance of the proposed system is
evaluated through simulation and a case study. Results confirm
that the proposed system reduces the power consumption and costs
for users and improves power grid performance in terms of the
peak-to-average ratio.

Index Terms—Demand response (DR), demand-side
management (DSM), Internet of Energy (IoE), Internet of
Things (IoT), optimization, smart home.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT years, by the growth of the Internet of Things
(IoT) and digital technologies, the smart grid has been be-

coming more mature. The smart grid is involved in the electric
power system of power generation, transmission, substation, and
power distribution or utilization [1]. Internet of Energy (IoE)
is a subset of IoT, which covers all aspects of the electrical
energy system to provide secure connectivity and interoperabil-
ity between the smart grid and the Internet [2]. Concerning
power consumption, demand and supply are important issues
that should be considered. To utilize the total demand with the
amount of supply, demand response (DR) has emerged. DR
refers controlling loads and embedded generation as a response
to electricity prices [3]. In DR programs, utility companies offer
customers credit for reducing electricity consumption for spec-
ified periods. DR applications control the load, therefore, not
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only do they make customers reduce their power consumption
depending on the energy price, but also help power supply
authorities to manage the smart grid better.

By utilizing DR approaches, it is possible to reduce or shift
energy consumption from peak hours to nonpeak hours (i.e.,
the period of less demand). To achieve this goal, customers
can decide to disconnect nonessential loads at peak hours
[3]. To ensure the supply and demand balance in real time,
demand-side management (DSM) approaches are utilized. DSM
encompasses mechanisms to optimize consumers’ demand for
electrical energy by encouraging the customer to use less en-
ergy [4]. Applying DSM increases financial benefits and boosts
the quality of energy services [5]. For efficient DR programs,
especially DSM programs, energy consumption and generation
information should be tracked in real time. Therefore, we need
to measure and monitor the required information remotely. As
described in [6], IoT can be used to furnish the intelligent man-
agement of energy distribution and consumption under different
circumstances. Hence, the power grid needs to be implemented
in a distributed topology that can dynamically absorb various
energy sources [2]. There has been extensive research focusing
on developing smart environments equipped with smart meters
and smart plugs [7]. In the current study, we have used these
smart meters, sensors, and actuators to make smart homes.
Time-of-use (ToU) pricing is usually applied by utility com-
panies, which means electricity during peak hours costs more
than off-peak hours. During peak hours, the demands of the
customers rise, and the utility companies may have to supply
additional power. Providing extra power has higher operating
costs and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission rates. Therefore, we
need some strategies to reduce the power consumption of the
network during peak hours based on the current power supplies.
Reducing peak load decreases the energy generation expenses
and the GHG emissions [8].

Regarding energy consumption during peak hours, occupant
energy consumption behavior is the major contributor to the
variance in domestic energy consumption [9]. There has been
extensive research on energy behavior, with the main concen-
tration on the residential sector, aiming at establishing behavior
determinants and the best strategies to promote more efficient
energy behaviors [10]. To this end, homes are equipped with
smart meters and sensors to collect consumption behavior data.
Then, data are transferred to the central IoT cloud platform
to be analyzed and managed [11]. There are several open-
source IoT platforms such as Kaa, DeviceHive, OpenIoT, and
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ThingSpeak, which enable programmers to connect different
devices to the Internet. For this article, we selected the Kaa
platform [12] because it provides all the functionality needed
to operate on large-scale data and has been used in various
industries. Kaa is an open-source middleware platform for the
IoT nodes, which provides software development kit (SDK) for
the nodes to communicate data to the platform as well as the
required cloud infrastructure for managing data.

In this article, we propose a DSM system for energy man-
agement in smart homes based on user’s behavior monitoring in
real time during peak hours. The proposed system consists of
three major components. The first component generates a con-
sumption model via: 1) employing analytical hierarchy process
(AHP) for extracting factors that affect the amount of power
consumption the most; 2) using K-means clustering algorithm
to cluster users based on the significant factors; and 3) finally
describing a set of thresholds as well as a permissible amount of
energy for each class of users. The second component includes
an optimization module to find the optimal mal day-ahead sched-
ule for each user to shift the shiftable loads during a day. Finally,
the third component of the proposed system is a control algo-
rithm, which is based on the traditional random early detection
(RED) algorithm [13] used in the Internet congestion control.
The control unit utilizes the outputs of the first component, the
real-time power consumption of the user (knowing the optimal
schedule), and the power grid state to efficiently decrease the
amount of load during peak hours in real time. The real-time
power consumption of the user is collected through an IoT
platform. We have implemented a testbed containing four levels,
including sensors, gateways, server, and web portal. Gateway
and server are implemented based on the Kaa IoT platform,
which guarantees load balancing and high availability.

A. Contributions

Knowing that IoT can be utilized for different applications
of smart homes and various areas of energy management, this
article is an aggregation of IoT and an energy management
system that reduces the power consumption during peak hours in
real time. The contributions of the current study are summarized
as follows.

1) Developing a model based on AHP, which finds out the
factors that affect the power consumption the most.

2) Presenting a DR program with a convex optimization func-
tion for minimizing both customer and utility company
costs.

3) Proposing an innovative control algorithm based on the
RED algorithm for energy management in smart homes,
which works in real time and reduces the amount of
consuming power during peak hours.

4) Implementing an IoT testbed for the smart home scenario.
5) Employing the Kaa platform for supporting DSM use

cases by implementing gateway and server of the men-
tioned IoT testbed.

6) Improving users’ behaviors in terms of power consump-
tion via a graphical web portal that visualizes their power
consumption. The reports on minimum, maximum, and

average of the community help users to change their
behaviors.

7) Evaluating the performance of the proposed system based
on the real implemented testbed and simulation.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related work in this scope. Section III presents the
proposed model, which consists of the learning model and the
control unit. Section IV presents the implementation and simula-
tion results and confirms the performance of the proposed model
in addition to comparison to related work. Finally, Section V
concludes the article.

II. RELATED WORK

DR and DSM are critical applications of IoT that are divided
into different categories. In [14], the authors propose a pricing
policy framework for DR in smart grid machine-to-machine
(M2M) networks based on the provider’s price announcements.
It also controls the appliances remotely during peak hours ac-
cording to the price schedule set by each user. In this system,
individual users adapt to the price signals to maximize their
benefits. In [15], a real-time DR algorithm is proposed, which
can be used to allocate resources among heterogeneous devices
efficiently. This can be determined by choosing an optimal strat-
egy that maximizes a utility function for a specific solution. This
system also has the potential to not only reduce peak demand but
also increase the overall efficiency of the system. As mentioned
in [16], DR applications may be based on web services that use
IoT protocol stack rather than classic Internet protocol stack,
which reduces web service traffic overhead by over 10%. A
web of things architecture also is presented in [17] that manages
households’ consumption and programs the power grid state. DR
applications can be based on social media. In [18], the authors
developed a system that takes information from appliances and
posts information to the Twitter social network. The proposed
gateway makes decisions based on the received data and sends
notifications to Twitter.

In the smart grid, typical applications are distributor centric
rather than customer centric. These applications usually have is-
sues of scalability and user acceptance. To solve such problems,
customer-centric DR applications, called DSM applications,
recently emerged that fit customers’ needs. In [19], a new method
named home energy management as a service (HEMaaS) is
proposed, which is based on an advanced neural fitted Q-learning
algorithm to reduce peak load that is self-learning and adap-
tive. HEMaaS provides a flexible and energy-efficient decision-
making system for home energy management. Authors in [20]
also emphasize on the importance of DSM by investigating a
smart home equipped with IoT sensors. Besides, a game theory
algorithm is proposed that manages daily power consumption
of households by the proposed DSM framework.

In IoT applications, many devices are connected, which pro-
duces a large amount of data. Issues related to data transmission,
process, and storage force IoE to be integrated by cloud com-
puting. Furthermore, to enhance the performance and reduce
the volume of transmitted data and process information in an
acceptable time, fog computing is suggested as a layer between
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Fig. 1. Proposed system components.

the IoE layer and the cloud layer. In [21], a cloud-based DR
(CDR) model is proposed, which is implemented as a two-tier
cloud computing platform. Authors in [2] also present a fog-
based IoE architecture for transactive energy (TE) management
systems that consists of three different layers, including gate-
ways, local fog nodes, and cloud servers. Another category of
DR application includes models that work in a combination of
different domains. For example, in [22], based on a combination
of time-based programs and incentive-based DR programs, a
real-time incentive DR program is proposed, which reduces the
peak load through energy management at the customers’ side.

Inhabitants’ behavior is a significant factor that influences
energy consumption. The ultimate goal of all research focusing
on user’s behavior is to reduce the energy consumption in build-
ings while maintaining a maximum comfort level for occupants
[7]. In [23], it is shown that consumption relates to unconscious
habits, and technological structures are the most useful when
analyzing households’ energy consumption. In the mentioned
article, practice theory is introduced as an approach that better
includes both unconscious habits and technological structures,
which is the best way to conceptualize energy-consuming prac-
tices in everyday life. Much research has been done in the scope
of user behavior pattern prediction. The authors in [7] try to
develop algorithms for sensor-based modeling and prediction of
user behavior in intelligent buildings and connect the behavioral
patterns to building energy consumption by event-based pattern
detection. The results of the dynamic schedule show significant
energy savings with minimal comfort sacrifice. Some research
focus on building equipment, especially office equipment. For
example, in [24], the energy consumption patterns observed
across two U.K. workstations are presented. In this article, the
potential effect of using feedback to encourage energy reduction
through behavior change is explored. Energy consumption was
monitored for four months. The results revealed a significant
variation in consumption patterns between workstations pro-
viding the same function in comparable locations. The study
establishes that it is possible to reduce energy use up to 20%
through behavior change in typical U.K. office spaces.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

Fig. 1 shows the elements of the proposed model, which
introduces a DSM system based on user behavior monitoring.
As shown in this figure, the following functions are applied to
make the proposed model.

1) Model building: During this stage, based on experts’
knowledge and a dataset, a model is generated, which is

one of the inputs of the control unit. RECS2015 dataset
has been used to determine the factors that affect the
power consumption the most. This is done through an AHP
analysis based on experts’ knowledge. The selected factors
are then analyzed to check their validity, and the data are
clustered based on the final factors into five clusters. A
permissible amount of power consumption is determined
based on the average amount of power consumption in
the dataset and experts’ inputs. A set of thresholds for
consumption is also assigned to each class. The class of
user, a set of thresholds, and permissible amount of power
consumption is the output of the model and the input of
the control unit. Details about this model are presented in
Section II-A.

2) Prediction: As the proposed scheduling mechanism is
based on the day-ahead approach, the predictor is used
to predict the future day power consumption. Power con-
sumption history is used to predict the power consumption
of the users for the next day.

3) Day-ahead scheduling: The day-ahead scheduling mod-
ule is used to optimize the shiftable load of users and
schedule power consumption. Load scheduling is done
through a convex optimization problem. The output of the
scheduler is recommended to the user, which optimizes
the load during the day. Users may or may not follow
the recommended scheduling. Therefore, knowing the
recommended power consumption, users may consume
power differently. Next, real-time power consumption is
monitored through an IoT testbed and is considered as an
input for the control unit. Section III-B explains how the
day-ahead scheduler works.

4) Control: The control unit uses the class of users, some set
of thresholds, the permissible amount of power consump-
tion, real-time power consumption, and power grid state
to execute different actions to reduce power consumption
during peak hours. Section III-C explains how the control
unit works.

A. Model Building

1) Analytical Hierarchy Process: Information about the net-
work power consumption can lead us to efficiency and better
management. Therefore, we need to know which factors influ-
ence power consumption the most. For this purpose, we follow
the following steps.

a) Dataset selection: There are different datasets that col-
lect energy-related data for housing units. We selected the Resi-
dential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) [25] version 2015,
which is a periodic study conducted by the U.S. Energy Infor-
mation Administration (EIA) that provides detailed information
about energy usage in U.S. homes. More than 500 factors are
involved in this dataset. The housing characteristics data and the
billing data are the basis for individual energy consumption.

b) AHP analysis: This section is to examine the factors
that affect power consumption. Due to a large number of charac-
teristics for each home in the RECS2015 dataset, we need to find
the most effective factors. To solve this issue, we have used the
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Fig. 2. Decision hierarchy.

AHP, which belongs to the multicriteria decision-making meth-
ods (MCDM). The basic idea of AHP is to capture the expert’s
knowledge of complex decision-making problems under study.
The core of AHP is the comparison of pairs instead of sorting
(ranking), voting (e.g., assigning points), or the free assignment
of priorities. In AHP, the decision-maker first breaks down the
problem into a hierarchy of goals, criteria, and alternatives. The
goal of the decision is placed at the top, criteria in the middle,
and alternatives at the bottom of the hierarchy. Fig. 2 shows
the proposed decision hierarchy. As it illustrates, prioritizing
effective factors in power consumption is placed at the top, which
is our goal. Criteria (bedroom properties, number of electronic
devices, etc.) and subcriteria are placed in the middle. And
finally, at the bottom of the hierarchy, the amount of power
consumption is placed as an alternative. In the AHP analysis, the
consistency ratio (CR) of 0.10 or less is acceptable to continue
the analysis. In this article, we have calculated all IR for experts’
judgments, and all were consistent.

c) Ratio threshold: In the previous section, final weights
obtained from the AHP analysis output show the factors’ pri-
ority to the goal. Factors with more final weights affect power
consumption more. The number of selected factors depends on
a threshold that is applied to the weights. Due to the sensitivity
of the scope, developers can choose a different ratio (weights)
threshold with a different number of factors. Here, first, we have
multiplied all final weights by ten and then set the ratio threshold
to α so that L factors are chosen as the characteristics that affect
the most the amount of power consumption. By setting α = 0.4,
L = 9 factors are selected. Table I shows the sorted effective
factors in power consumption. As it is mentioned, air conditioner
power consumption mostly affects the amount of power that has
been consumed.

2) Factor Analysis: To check the relationship between each
selected factor and the power consumption, we have used the
John’s Macintosh project (JMP) tool for analysis. By using a
prediction model of the mentioned dataset and its validation, a
fit model is created. We fit the models with constant parameters
that are functions of effects. The model is valid to be used since
its probability of F ratio is less than 0.05. To test whether the
linear relationship in the sample data is strong enough to be
used, we perform a hypothesis test of the significance of the

TABLE I
EFFECTIVE FACTORS IN POWER CONSUMPTION

correlation coefficient. To this end, we calculate the P-value
significance test. This test tells how unlikely a given correlation
coefficient r will occur given no relationship. The hypothesis
test lets us decide whether the value of the population correlation
coefficient ρ is close to zero or significantly different from zero.
We decide this based on the sample correlation coefficient r and
the sample sizem. The results from the effect of parameters show
that all parameters are significant to use, except the ninth one,
the “income of householders,” which represents the aggregation
amount of salary each home’s householders earn. The P-value
for each of these parameters should be less than 0.05 to be
significant. The P-value for “income of householders” factor
is equal to 0.05006, which is not less than 0.05; hence, it is not
valid to be used in the next step, clustering. Finally, with L = 8
number of factors, we calculate the correlation coefficients of the
relationship that indicate the strength and direction of the linear
relationship. In this model, all parameters have been tested and
have a positive effect on the amount of power consumed.

Before we start to cluster the data, we assume that we
have L number of factors (which is eight here) in the sys-
tem. Let F = {f1, f2, f3 , . . . . . , fL} show the vector of fac-
tors where fj represents the jth factor (j = 1, 2, . . . ., L). Each
of these factors has different weights that are obtained from
the correlation in the previous step, shown as vector R =
{r1 , r2 , r3 , . . . , rL}. End users also have different input values
for each factor. Suppose vector IN = { in1 , in2 , in3 , . . . , inL}
indicates the input values of the user for L factors. Let vector
U = {u1 , u2 , u3 , . . . , uL} be defined as a normalized user
input vector which is calculated as follows:

uj =
inj · rj∑L
j=1 inj · rj

. (1)

U is applied as the input vector for the clustering process, which
is described in the next subsection.

3) Clustering: In terms of power consumption, we di-
vide users into five different classes of A, B, C, D, and E
which represent groups of “very energy efficient,” “energy-
efficient,” “power-saving,” “power consuming,” and “very
power-consuming,” respectively. For this division, we need to
cluster users into these five groups that indicate their level of
power consumption. RECS2015 dataset has been used to cluster
users. We followed the steps from the previous section and
clustered users by the K-means algorithm [26]. K-means is one
of the learning algorithms that solve the well-known clustering
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problem. It is one of the most popular centroid-based (where ob-
jects closer to the cluster center are grouped together) clustering
methods due to its computational efficiency and low-complexity
implementation [27]. The procedure follows a simple way to
classify a given dataset through a certain number of clusters
(five clusters here). We have used 5686 rows of input data from
the RECS2015 dataset. Of the data, 70% (4000 rows) is used
for training the algorithm, and the rest (1686 rows) is used
for testing. The input matrix dimension equals L = 8 as we
selected eight factors. We have also used the city-block distance
vector. For newly registered users, the classification algorithm
also runs. The error rate in the classification phase is about 0.01
(2 out of 1686), which is an acceptable rate. For each of these
classes, based on the average amount of power consumed in the
dataset and according to experts’ knowledge, the permissible
consumption is determined.

For real-time feedback and automation, we need some thresh-
olds that can control power consumption in real time. Real-time
analysis is an approach to produce useful information from
massive raw data [27]. These thresholds are used for the control
unit, which reacts if the amount of power consumed exceeds
the thresholds. We should consider that these thresholds should
not be bothering users. If individuals feel that their freedom is
threatened, they act to restore that freedom. If people believe that
this process of the smart home is prohibiting them from living
the way they wish, they may respond by consuming power even
more than before [28]. Hence, it is essential to set the thresholds
accurately for each class of users. For each class i, a set of action
thresholds THi are specified as THi = {th1, th2, . . . ., thzi}
where zi represents the number of action thresholds of classi,
which are determined by experts’ knowledge of the system for
each class and may vary due to its needs. By specifying these
thresholds, the permissible consumption in each action threshold
is also determined.

B. Day-Ahead Scheduler

The prediction module is used to predict the load. We use
power consumption history to predict the power consumption
of the users for the next day. The day-ahead scheduling module
is also used to optimize the shiftable load of users and schedule
power consumption. Load scheduling is done through a convex
optimization problem. The final recommended power consump-
tion schedule for the next day is informed to the user. However,
knowing the optimal load schedule, users may still consume
power differently. Hence, real-time power consumption of the
user is considered as an input for the control unit. In the proposed
system, the real power consumption of the user is collected
through an IoT testbed, which contains sensors, gateways, and
server, which will be explained in Section IV. The following
describes how the day-ahead scheduler works.

By using the predicted consumption for the next day, a day-
ahead schedule is provided to the end-users. Optimizing the
energy is known as an essential issue in the literature that seeks to
achieve an efficient tradeoff between low costs and energy usage.
We aim to minimize the cost of energy both for customers and
utility companies. For this purpose, first, we need to model the

cost function of both customers and utility companies. Suppose
Ct

C andCt
U represent the power consumption cost for customers

and utility company at time t ∈ T , respectively, where T repre-
sents the day time set and is split to high-load time H , midload
timeM , and low-load time L. Let Ct

T represents the total hourly
cost of both customers and the utility company. Ct

T is defined
as follows:

Ct
T = Ct

C + Ct
U . (2)

1) Cost Function of Customers: Suppose each customer is
equipped with two types of appliances, including shiftable and
nonshiftable ones. Let Di, D

sh
i , and Dnsh

i denote the total,
shiftable, and nonshiftable appliances sets of each customer
i ∈ N whereDsh

i ∪Dnsh
i = Di, and N represents the customer

set.
Let P t

d,i represent the power consumption of appliances d ∈
Di of customer i ∈ N at time slot t ∈ T . The power load of
shiftable and nonshiftable appliances of customers i at time slot

t are calculated as
←→
P t
i =

∑
d∈Dsh

i
P t
d,i and P̂ t

i =
∑

d∈Dnsh
i

P t
d,i,

respectively. The total power consumption of customer i at time
slot t is computed as

P t
i =
←→
P t
i + P̂ t

i . (3)

Let pmin
d,i , pmax

d,i , [S_timedi , E_timedi ], and Ed,i represent the
minimum power level, the maximum power level, the operation
time which is between the start time and end time, and the total
energy needed for shiftable appliances d ∈ Dsh

i , respectively.
Note that for each customer i ∈ N, the total power consumption
of shiftable appliances during a day

←→
Pi is always fixed and

calculated as

←→
Pi =

24∑
t=1

∑
d∈Dsh

i

P t
d,i, i ∈ N (4)

Let (LL
i , L

M
i , LH

i ) and (prL, prM , prH) indicate the to-
tal load of customer i ∈ N and the ToU price at low-load,
midload, and high-load, respectively, where LH

i =
∑

t∈H P t
i ,

LM
i =

∑
t∈M P t

i , and LL
i =

∑
t∈L P t

i . There are two high-load
periods in the day, including 11 A.M.–3 P.M. and 7 P.M.–10 P.M.
Between these two periods, it considered being midload. The
rest of the day is also considered as low load.

The overall daily cost for customers i ∈ N, Ci, is computed
as follows:

Ci = (LH
i ∗ prH) + (LM

i ∗ prM )− (LL
i ∗ prL). (5)

Since the overall load of nonshiftable appliances is not sched-
uled, we consider the total nonshiftable load of each customer i
as a constant Si as follows:

Si = prH
∑
t∈H

P̂ t
i + prM

∑
t∈M

P̂ t
i − prL

∑
t∈L

P̂ t
i . (6)

The final overall daily cost for customers i is calculated as
follows:

Ci = Si + prH
∑
t∈H

←→
P t
i + prM

∑
t∈M

←→
P t
i − prL

∑
t∈L

←→
P t
i . (7)
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2) Cost Function of Utility Companies: The quadratic cost
function has been widely used to model the hourly cost of energy
provided by utility companies at time t as follows:

Ct
U = atLt

2 (8)

whereat is the cost coefficient at time t ∈ T which is determined
by some elements, such as operating costs, facility construction,
and ownership cost [29], and Lt is the overall load of all
customers and is calculated as Lt =

∑N
i=1 P

t
i . As mentioned

earlier, P t
i is the sum of both shiftable and nonshiftable load of

customer i at time t. Lt can be computed as follows:

Lt =
N∑
i=1

24∑
t=1

(←→
P t
i + P̂ t

i

)
, i ∈ N. (9)

Finally, the overall cost of power consumption for the utility
company is as follows:

Ct
U = at

(
N∑
i=1

24∑
t=1

(←→
P t
i + P̂ t

i

))2

. (10)

3) Optimization Problem: By setting the values of Ct
U and

Ct
C in (2), the final cost Ct

T is calculated. We need to minimize
the total cost by scheduling the energy consumption of each
customer i at time slot t. The day-ahead scheduling problem is
formulated as a convex optimization problem as discussed as
follows, which minimizes the total daily cost of both customers
and utility company:

Minimize Ct
T = Ct

U + Ct
C

= Minimize

⎛⎝∑
i∈N

Ci + at

(
N∑
i=1

24∑
t=1

(←→
P t
i + P̂ t

i

))2
⎞⎠ (11)

subject to:

Ct
i =
←→
Ci + Ĉi, i ∈ N, t ∈ T (11a)

←→
P t
i =

∑
d∈Dsh

i

P t
d,i i ∈ N, t ∈ T (11b)

P̂ t
i =

∑
d∈Dnsh

i

P t
d,i, i ∈ N, t ∈ T (11c)

pmin
d,i ≤ P t

d,i ≤ pmax
d,i , d ∈ Dsh

i , i ∈ N,∈ T (11d)

E_timedi∑
t=S_timedi

P t
d,i = Ed,i , d ∈ Dsh

i , i ∈ N, t ∈ T . (11e)

The proposed quadratic and convex optimization problem
(11) can be solved by a well-known and highly efficient al-
gorithm, interior-point-convex. As it has been proven in [30],
the most important advantage of convex optimization is that the
locally optimal solution is the optimal global solution.

The optimal power consumption schedule is informed to the
user. The presented schedule is based on the historical data of
power consumption. In addition to the diversity of the devices
and objectives to consider, there is also a significant degree of
uncertainty pertinent to households. These uncertainties include
photovoltaics (PV)/wind power production, energy consump-
tion behavior, and weather conditions [31]. Therefore, based
on these uncertainties, the optimal presented schedule may not
happen for all users of the community for all days. Hence, con-
sidering the real consumption behavior of users, a control system
is presented in the control unit to control the load in peak hours.

C. Control Algorithm

This section explains the proposed control algorithm, which
receives the following inputs:

1) class of user;
2) set of thresholds;
3) permissible amount of power consumption from the model

building phase;
4) real-time power consumption;
5) power grid state;
The control algorithm is implemented with the initial idea of

the RED algorithm. RED is a congestion avoidance mechanism
that takes advantage of transmission control protocol (TCP)’s
congestion control mechanism. When it comes to DSM, there
are different approaches to the RED algorithm. If the real con-
sumption of the user exceeds the permissible amount of energy
at a specific threshold, the relevant action for that threshold
runs. There are different actions for different thresholds. Soft
notification action includes sending a notification to the user
and notifying that the amount of real consumption is exceed-
ing a certain minimum threshold. Users can analyze the data
through the central point and make informed decisions about
power management [32]. Hard notification action is also used
to warn users again and ask them to turn OFF some of their
appliances. These notifications can be sent on the web portal
or the mobile application. At this point, the feedback from
the user’s behavior is sent to the system for recalculation. If
the user does not pay attention to each of the notifications,
nothing will happen after the user reaches the next threshold.
Before the occurrence of high power consumption during peak
hours, when the user’s real consumption exceeds the permissible
consumption at the next threshold, compared to the permissible
amount of power consumption, another action occurs after soft
and hard notification, which is the reaction system. This reaction
system turns OFF the shiftable appliances of the user’s smart
home that the user already has given the system the privilege
of switching ON and OFF. These appliances are the ones that
the user permits the system to be turned OFF/ON. The flowchart
of this decision-making is shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen,
based on the user’s input values for L selected factors and the
created model from the previous step, a class is assigned to
the user. Then, the set of thresholds and an amount of permis-
sible power consumption for that class are retrieved based on
the expert’s knowledge. Knowing the power grid state, in a
loop, the real-time consumption and permissible consumption
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Fig. 3. Decision-making flowchart.

of the user are compared in real time. Once the action threshold
is violated, the matched action is called. Otherwise, the next
threshold is checked. It continues until peak hours end.

The day-ahead scheduler acts as the load shifting unit that
suggests the users how to shift their consuming power from
peak hours to nonpeak hours based on their history of power
consumption. The control algorithm is the peak clipping tech-
nique that takes action and turns OFF the appliances whenever
it is required. The proposed peak clipping, along with load
scheduling, controls the consuming power of customers during
peak hours.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, using the implementation and simulation re-
sults, we evaluate the performance of the proposed system in
terms of peak load reduction. To this end, we have developed a
testbed as presented in Fig. 4, consisting of four levels, including
smart home devices and sensors, IoT gateway, Kaa server, and
web portal.

To collect householders’ home data, smart meters and smart
plugs are used. Smart meters identify energy consumption pre-
cisely and in much more detail rather than other conventional
meters. A smart meter collects accurate and real-time energy
consumption data and gives specific analysis on it [1]. We have
used our already developed smart meter to measure the amount
of electric energy consumed by a residence [33]. Smart plugs
are connected to home appliances as well. Each smart home can
have several smart plugs that are used with home appliances.
Smart plugs and smart meters communicate with the gateway
and send the collected data to the related gateway through a
Wi-Fi connection.

The IoT gateway and server are implemented through the
Kaa IoT platform. We have implemented the home gateway
on Raspberry Pi3 with Raspbian operating system. We have
programmed the gateway by Java programming language, using
Java SDK from the Kaa server. The gateway collects data from
connected sensors and sends them to the Kaa server. It also
receives commands from the Kaa server and notifies actuators

Fig. 4. Testbed architecture.

(smart plugs only) about the received command. The main
server is implemented on the Kaa platform. Kaa is a highly
flexible, multipurpose, and open-source middleware platform
for implementing complete end-to-end IoT solutions, connected
applications, and smart products, which claims to have essential
middleware for industrial IoT application, by having a set of
methods that can be used to predict future failures and simplify
troubleshooting errors. Kaa can manage data in back-end infras-
tructure through a server and endpoint SDK components. Kaa
nodes in a cluster run a combination of control, operations, and
bootstrap services. They use Apache ZooKeeper to coordinate
services. Interconnected nodes make up a Kaa cluster associated
with a particular Kaa instance. Kaa cluster requires NoSQL
and structured query language (SQL) database instances to
store endpoint data and metadata, accordingly. We have used
Maria DB as the SQL database and MongoDB as the NoSQL
database. The data that are collected from the first layer (sensors
at home) are stored in the MongoDB database. MongoDB is an
operational NoSQL database. It relaxes many of the relational
databases’ properties such as ACID transactional properties to
allow for greater querying flexibility, operational scalability and
simplicity, higher availability, and faster read/write operations
[27]. Kaa platform provides many features, including high avail-
ability and scalability, active load balancing, hybrid encryption
system for security that is based on RSA with 2048-bit key pair,
and AES with 256(512)-bit key.

Finally, on the fourth level, a web portal is designed to
visualize the collected data. It fetches the data from MongoDB
database, containing sensors’ power consumption data, and vi-
sualizes them. Feedbacks sent from the visualization system
vary according to their type. They can be factual (showing
real-time consumption, average, a maximum and minimum load
of the network), social (e.g., using smiling/frowning faces), or
comparative (e.g., current versus historical consumption data).
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Fig. 5. Implementation testbed.

Factual and comparative feedbacks are combined in the de-
signed web portal. Real-time daily and monthly consumption
are provided. A comparison between consumers in society is
also provided, which contains users’ real-time consumption,
average, minimum, and maximum load of the society. Therefore,
users can compare themselves to others and find out their place.
Since the comparison of real-time consumption and permissible
consumption (based on the set of thresholds) in the algorithm is
made in the web portal, to send control commands, restful ap-
plication programming interface (APIs) of Kaa are used to send
unicast notifications from web portal to the Kaa server. The Kaa
server receives this notification and passes the control command
to the selected endpoint (gateway) specified in the notification
message. The gateway also sends the control command to the
sensors to be applied.

A. Single Home Monitoring Results

The real implementation of the testbed is shown in Fig. 5.
We have implemented the proposed mechanism in a single
home during a whole day on December 29, 2018, which is
gathered by IoT sensors from the previous section. These data
are captured via IoT nodes and then are sent to the Kaa home
gateway implemented on Raspberry pi3. The home gateway
communicates with IoT sensors every 10 min. According to the
user’s input, this home belongs to class D, a power-consuming
group. A heater, as a shiftable appliance, is connected to the
smart plug. The power consumption of the heater from 9 A.M.
to 3 P.M. is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 also shows the hourly power
consumption and cumulative energy. All these data are gathered
through our testbed every 10 min and have been available and
plotted in the portal of the user during the day. The plots on the
user’s web portal are live and change whenever new data are
received on the server.

A day-ahead schedule is recommended to the user based
on the history of the user’s power consumption. The control
algorithm is also applied in real time. For this scenario, the
permissible amount of power for each peak period is assigned

Fig. 6. Power consumption of the heater.

Fig. 7. (a) Power consumption. (b) Energy of the residential home.

due to the expert’s knowledge. According to the power grid state,
the first peak load happens from 11 A.M. to 3 P.M. (4 h), and the
second one happens from 7 P.M. to 10 P.M. (3 h). As shown in
Fig. 8, we have set two thresholds for the real scenario, occurring
at 70% and 90% for each class. The action for the first threshold
is a soft notification, and the action for the second one is turning
OFF devices. When the amount of real-time power consumption
reaches almost 70% of permissible consumption, a notification
is sent to the user that notifies the user about their consumption. If
the user does not pay attention to the notification and reaches the
second threshold at 90%, the shiftable allowed appliances to turn
OFF. Fig. 9 shows the total load of “unoptimized,” “optimized,”
and “optimized-controlled” at a different time of the day. The
results confirm that the power consumption during peak hours in
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Fig. 8. Implemented control algorithm.

Fig. 9. Peak reduction in the implementation results.

the “optimized-controlled” graph has been reduced by 31.34%
compared to the “unoptimized” data, which is about 21.76 KW
for the user.

The results of this implementation prove that this system
works appropriately in the real-world scenario and can be ex-
tended to a big scale. Since we have difficulties with providing
the required hardware (such as smart plugs, smart meters), we
tested our algorithm on a community where the power consump-
tion data of residential homes have been simulated. The results
of this simulation are presented in the next section.

B. Community Monitoring Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
system by simulating a community containing 100 different
users in five different classes, A, B, C, D, and E. Different
numbers of appliances have been considered for each class. Each
user has a random number of appliances in selected ranges from
0 to 23. These ranges vary for different classes (e.g., class E
has more appliances than class B). For each class, there is a
limited number of appliances that users will have for sure (e.g.,
refrigerator). Some of these devices are shiftable, while others
are not. Peak hours are the same as the single home scenario.
The permissible amount of power consumption for each peak
period is set for each class of users as follows:

Hcl
1 =

∑nj

j=1 X̃i (t)

njnp1
(12)

TABLE II
PEAK REDUCTION FOR DIFFERENT NOTIFICATION LISTENER RATES

Hcl
2 =

∑nj

j=1 X̃i (t)

njnp2
(13)

wherenj represents the number of customers in each class. X̃i(t)
also shows the real-time power consumption in time slot t.np1=
4 and np2 = 3 represent the two periods of peak load hours as
the first peak load lasts for 4 h, and the second one lasts for 3 h.

A set of thresholds with different actions is set for each class.
For performance evaluation, we have set three thresholds with
three different actions for all classes. The first action threshold
happens when real-time consumption reaches 80% of permissi-
ble energy consumption during peak hours. The selected action
for the first threshold is a hard notification that asks users to
turn OFF some of their devices by themselves. In the simulation
application, we have considered p as the percentage of users
who pay attention to the notification and will turn OFF some
of their devices randomly. Different values of p are tested in
the simulation. As it is shown in Table II, 10%, 30%, and 50%
values forp are considered. Each of these users who pay attention
to the notification turns OFF 20% of their shiftable appliances
randomly. We have set different values for p as we are aware
that in different societies, the percentage of people that really pay
attention to these notifications differ. As can be seen, the higher
the p value is, the less power is consumed during peak hours. The
peak-to-average ratio (PAR) is a critical power network metric
that is defined as the maximum daily load divided by the average
load. Results confirm that the proposed control algorithm has
less PAR compared to the traditional algorithm without any
control. As a result, more p causes less PAR. It means that if this
system can motivate users to pay attention to the first notification
more, the overall peak reduction will increase, which results in
less power consumption.

The second and third thresholds happen when real-time con-
sumption reaches 90% and 95% of the permissible energy in
peak hours, respectively. Turning OFF appliances is chosen as
actions for both the second and third thresholds. When it comes
to peak load reduction, user convenience (UC) must be consid-
ered as well. As mentioned in [19], UC level for 5% and 10%
load reduction is maintained at and above 80%, whereas more
percentage of peak power reduction causes more discomfort for
users. Therefore, by using the results from this article, when
the second action threshold happens, 5% of shiftable appliances
are turned OFF, while we turn OFF 10% of shiftable appliances
for the third threshold. Due to the sensitivity of the system, the
permissible amount of energy for each class can be set with more
restrictions. The results of the algorithm for 100 users based on
three thresholds are shown in Fig. 10. The diagram labeled as
“total load unoptimized uncontrolled” shows the historical data
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Fig. 10. Total power consumption before and after the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 11. Overall customer daily cost.

of users in the community. By applying the proposed day-ahead
scheduling, it can be seen that some unnecessary loads can be
shifted from peak hours to off-peak hours to decrease power
consumption and cost. The results from the optimization prob-
lem are plotted in the diagram labeled as “total load optimized.”
The control unit works only during peak hours. The control
algorithm is applied to the optimized load. As it can be seen
in the “total load optimized controlled” diagram, the total load
during peak hours has reduced. By looking at these graphs and
comparing the total “unoptimized uncontrolled” load with the
total “optimized controlled” load, we conclude that during two
intervals of peak hours, the total load has shifted down by the
rate of 22.42%, which is about 220.22 KW for the community.
It significantly benefits both customers and utility companies in
terms of power consumption. As the consumed power decreases,
it affects the cost as well. To calculate the costs for customers,
we have used the ToU pricing model. Twenty-two cents/kWh
energy price is used for two intervals of high-load hours, known
as peak hours. For midload and low-load hours, grid energy price
is equal to 15 and 8 cents/kWh, respectively. These numbers are
hypothetical to show the cost reduction and may vary in different
countries for different utility companies. We have calculated the
electricity cost of customers with the ToU pricing model based
on the cost function of customers, presented in (7). The overall
customers’ daily cost using the proposed algorithm and power
grid pricing is shown in Fig. 11. Results confirm that customers
benefit from the proposed system financially. Customers can

Fig. 12. Peak reduction for different number of shiftable devices.

Fig. 13. Comparison of the power consumption.

reduce their daily costs at a rate of 13.5%, about $45 per day.
As we have assumed, there are 100 customers in the power grid;
the average daily benefit for customers is almost 45 cents per
customer.

The number of shiftable appliances also affects the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm. During the registration phase
in the portal, users will specify which appliances are shiftable
and can be turned OFF during peak hours. It is obvious that if
users set more appliances as shiftable and let the system turn
them OFF automatically during peak hours, the algorithm will
perform better, and the power consumed during peak hours
will reduce. Fig. 12 shows the effect of this fact with different
number of shiftable appliances. We can see that the algorithm
reduces power consumption during peak hours more when 65%
of appliances are set to be shiftable compared to the situation
when only 20% of appliances are allowed to be turned OFF by
the algorithm. Hence, the more users set their appliances as
shiftable, the better the control algorithm works.

With big data, energy information can be extracted, and
corresponding energy strategies can be made. Operational in-
efficiencies, such as always turning ON lights, may waste plenty
of energy, which may be diagnosed and solved via big data
technologies [32]. In Fig. 13, the comparison between users of
the community and the mentioned single home in the previous
section is shown on the web portal of the “single home scenario.”
The user interface plots the average, maximum, and minimum
of the society compared to the actual user consumption. As can
be seen, the consumption of the mentioned home is almost more
than the average of the community. Each customer uses this
information to evaluate his/her consumption. This kind of visual
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Fig. 14. Comparison of our approach and paper [34]’s approach.

representation of data can show how the average of the commu-
nity is behaving, and proper policies could be set for different
communities with different levels of electricity consumption. We
also believe that these visualized data affect customers as well.
It can notify users about the amount of their power consumption
and motivate them to behave better in a community in terms
of electricity usage by comparing themselves to others. Some
people reported that the comparison between their own home
power consumption with the community would help them to
modify their behavioral patterns when it comes to consuming
energy.

C. Comparing With the Existing Approaches

In this subsection, we compare the performance of the pro-
posed system with that of existing work, which presents a mul-
tiobjective demand response optimization model for scheduling
loads in a home energy management system [34]. The results
are shown in Fig. 14. As can be seen, the proposed system can
reduce power consumption more than the existing work.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed a DSM system for smart home
energy management, which monitors users’ behavior based on
real-time feedback. The proposed system consists of an opti-
mization module that presents a day-ahead schedule to the user
and a real-time control algorithm that reduces the amount of
power consumption during peak hours. The power grid state, the
real-time power consumption of the user, and the expert-based
model are the inputs of the control unit. The expert-based model
contains three different parts. First, effective factors in terms of
power consumption in residential homes are extracted through
the AHP, which is based on experts’ knowledge. Second, a
threshold is set in order to select a specific number of effective
factors according to their priority. Selected factors are validated
through the JMP tool to pass the significant test. Final significant
factors are inputs for the last part, which clusters users based on
the amount of power consumed with the K-means algorithm.
It assigns a set of thresholds and permissible amount of power
consumption for each class. Based on the output of the model
for each user, the control unit has different outputs for different

users, which leads to peak reduction. Real-time power consump-
tion of the residential homes is collected through an IoT testbed.
The implemented testbed includes sensors, home gateways,
server, and web portal. The home gateway and server have been
implemented on the Kaa IoT platform. The information provided
in the web portal helps customers make intelligent decisions for
their power consumption. We have used the deployed testbed
to run the algorithm. We evaluated the proposed model through
simulation and real implementation. Results confirm that the
proposed system decreases the total power consumption during
peak hours. Presenting an online classifier and linear program-
ming for thresholds’ extraction are our future works.
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